Andrew Carnegie (1835–1919) has long been known as a leading American industrialist, a man of great wealth and great philanthropy. What is not as well known is that he was actively involved in Anglo-American politics and tried to promote a closer relationship between his native Britain and the United States. To that end, Carnegie published *Triumphant Democracy* in 1886, in which he proposed the American federal republic as a model for solving Britain’s unsettling problems. On the basis of his own experience, Carnegie argued that America was a much-improved Britain and that the British monarchy could best overcome its social and political turbulence by following the democratic American model. He expressed a growing belief that the antagonism between the two nations should be supplanted by rapprochement. A. S. Eisenstadt offers an in-depth analysis of *Triumphant Democracy*, illustrating its importance and illuminating the larger current of British-American politics between the American Revolution and World War I and the fascinating exchange about the virtues and defects of the two nations.

**New in Paper**

**CARNEGIE’S MODEL REPUBLIC**

*Triumphant Democracy and the British-American Relationship*

**A. S. Eisenstadt**

Examines Carnegie’s book *Triumphant Democracy* and his efforts to promote closer ties between America and Britain.

**HERMAN MELVILLE AND THE AMERICAN CALLING**

*The Fiction after Moby-Dick, 1851–1857*

**William V. Spanos**

Argues that Herman Melville’s later work anticipates the resurgence of an American exceptionalist ethos underpinning the U.S.-led global “war on terror.”

Oriented by the new Americanist perspective, this book constitutes a rereading of Herman Melville’s most prominent fiction after *Moby-Dick*. In contrast to prior readings of this fiction, William V. Spanos’s interpretation takes as its point of departure the theme of spectrality precipitated by the metaphor of orphanage—disaffiliation from the symbolic fatherland, on the one hand, and the myth of American exceptionalism on the other—that emerged as an abiding motif in Melville’s creative imagination. This book voices an original argument about Melville’s status as an “American” writer, and foregrounds Melville’s remarkable anticipation and critique of the exceptionalism that continues to drive American policy in the post-9/11 era.

“Spanos interprets Melville’s major writing after *Moby-Dick* by using the resources of deconstructive and poststructural theory to demonstrate the powerful relevance Melville’s work maintains for our day, even as it arises from the specific history of Melville’s time. In developing this argument, Spanos differs not only from many major past critics, but also from important contemporary ‘New Americanists.’ He exercises an independent and distinctive intelligence, and this book will enter the body of writing on Melville as both authoritative and controversial. This is an outstanding piece of work.” — Jonathan Arac, author of *The Emergence of American Literary Narrative, 1820–1860*

**William V. Spanos** is Distinguished Professor of English and Comparative Literature at Binghamton University, State University of New York.
DEPRESSION AND NARRATIVE
Telling the Dark
Hilary Clark, editor

How the story of depression gets told in print, on screen, and online.

Depression and Narrative examines stories of depression in the context of recent scholarship on illness and narrative, which up to this point has largely focused on physical illness and disability. Contributors from a number of disciplinary perspectives address these narrative accounts of depression, by both sufferers and those who treat them, as they appear in memoirs, diaries, novels, poems, oral interviews, fact sheets, blogs, films, and television shows. Together, they explore the stories we tell about depression: its contested causes; its gendering; the transformations in identity that it entails; and the problems it presents for communication, associated as it is with stigma and shame.

Hilary Clark is Associate Professor of English at the University of Saskatchewan. She is the coeditor (with Joseph Adamson) of Scenes of Shame: Psychoanalysis, Shame, and Writing, also published by SUNY Press.
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ANXIOUS ANATOMY
The Conception of the Human Form in Literary and Naturalist Discourse
Stefani Engelstein

Examines the body in literature and science in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Europe.

In Anxious Anatomy, Stefani Engelstein reconstructs the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century human body to offer startling new readings of major works by Goethe, Blake, Heinrich von Kleist, E. T. A. Hoffmann, Mary Shelley, and Jane Austen. Engelstein links research on reproduction both to the ability of organisms such as hydra, snails, and newts to replace severed heads and gouged out eyes, and also to technical advances in battlefield amputation and artificial limbs. Readings of German and British literature, alongside natural history, surgery, aesthetics, and art, illuminate the importance of investigations into the body for emerging theories of human subjectivity, gender, volition, ethical behavior, and political organization. Engelstein also demonstrates how attempts to explain the structural characteristics of the body developed into biological justifications for ideologies of race, gender, and social hierarchies.

“Stefani Engelstein’s Anxious Anatomies presents a selection of European fantasies about the meanings of bodies and their fragility. Careful research in the medical and cultural discourses frames her readings of literary texts in ways that provide startling and original insights into the creative reframing of what the body was taken to mean in the nineteenth-century Western literary fantasy—where many of our stereotypes of what our own body is and can become originate. Brilliantly illustrated; extraordinarily accessible.” — Sander L. Gilman, Director of the Health Sciences Humanities Program, Emory University

Stefani Engelstein is Associate Professor of German at the University of Missouri.

A volume in the SUNY series, Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century Pamela K. Gilbert, editor
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OTHERWISE OCCUPIED

Pedagogies of Alterity and the Brahmanization of Theory
Dorothy M. Figueira

Questions whether current theories and pedagogies of alterity have allowed us truly to engage the Other.

Tracing the historical development of recent identity-based trends in literary theory to their roots in structuralism, Dorothy M. Figueira questions the extent to which theories and pedagogies of alterity have actually enabled us to engage the Other. She tracks academic attempts to deal with alterity from their inception in critical thought in the 1960s to the present. Focusing on multiculturalism and postcolonialism as professional and institutional practices, Figueira examines how such theories and pedagogies informed the academic and public discourse regarding September 11. She also investigates the theories and pedagogies of alterity as crucial elements in the bureaucratization of diversity within the academe and discusses their impact on affirmative action.

Dorothy M. Figueira is Professor of Comparative Literature at the University of Georgia. She is the author of several books, including Aryans, Jews, Brahmins: Theorizing Authority through Myths of Identity; The Exotic: A Decadent Quest; and Translating the Orient: The Reception of Śākuntala in Nineteenth-Century Europe, all published by SUNY Press.
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REFORM AND RESISTANCE

Formations of Female Subjectivity in Early Medieval Ecclesiastical Culture
Helene Scheck

Explores the relationship between gender and identity in early medieval Germanic societies.

The early Middle Ages were a vibrant period rich with possibility for both men and women. Reform and Resistance explores the relationship between gender and identity in early medieval Germanic societies, centering mostly on competing perceptions of female subject formation in times of conversion, reform, and resistance. While women played an active role in the spread of Christianity during the Middle Ages, their freedoms were often restricted by the Church during periods of reform, when uniformity and conformity were important. Helene Scheck’s inquiry extends beyond one specific region or historical moment through two centuries and three diverse Germanic regions: Carolingian France, late Anglo-Saxon England, and Ottonian Saxony. Each of these moments exhibits distinct yet interconnected stages of conversion and reform, different stages of cultural amalgamation out of which various possibilities for female subject formation emerge. The book also connects with current conversations about the interrelatedness of power, knowledge, and subjectivity, opening new possibilities for the study of women in early ecclesiastical cultures.

Helene Scheck is Assistant Professor of English at the University at Albany, State University of New York.

A volume in the SUNY series in Medieval Studies
Paul E. Szarmach, editor
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CHAUERIAN SPACES
Spatial Poetics in Chaucer’s Opening Tales
William F. Woods

Examines affect and the significance of space and place in the first six Canterbury Tales.

Chaucerian Spaces explores the affect and the significance of space and place in the first six tales in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. Relatively little has been written about space in the Canterbury Tales, yet the rewards for attending to this aspect of Chaucer’s aesthetic are considerable. Space indicates the potential for characteristic action, development, and a more profound expression of being. In these tales, characters inhabit a landscape and places within it that express their inner life. Emelye in her garden, Palamon and Arcite in the grove—all occupy spaces or places that manifest social destiny and individual intention. Space and subjectivity change as territories give way to households, and the horizons of consciousness shrink to the core of human intent. Most striking is the transformation of women in place. Emelye, Alysoun, even Custance and the Wife of Bath, dwell in places that express their social and economic potential. They are in place, but place is also in them: they merge in metaphor with the places that express them, bringing the reader closer to the sensible, reflective experience of the medieval subject.

William F. Woods is Professor of English at Wichita State University.

A volume in the SUNY series in Medieval Studies
Paul E. Szarmach, editor
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FRAMEWORKS FOR MALLARMÉ
The Photo and the Graphics of an Interdisciplinary Aesthetic
Gayle Zachmann

The influence of photography and visual culture on the French poet, journalist, and critic.

Countering the conventional image of the deliberately obscure “ivory-tower poet,” Frameworks for Mallarmé presents Stéphane Mallarmé as a journalist and critic who was actively engaged with the sociocultural and technological shifts of his era. Gayle Zachmann introduces a writer whose aesthetic was profoundly shaped by contemporary innovations in print and visual culture, especially the nascent art of photography. She analyzes the preeminence of the visual in conjunction with Mallarmé’s quest for “scientific” language, and convincingly links the poet’s production to a nineteenth-century understanding of cognition that is articulated in terms of optical perception. The result is a distinctly modern recuperation of the Horatian doctrine of *ut pictura poesis* in Mallarmé’s poetry and his circumstantial writings.

“Zachmann’s work represents a truly excellent cultural and literary analysis of Mallarmé as a poet very much of his time, in tune both with the technological innovations and aesthetic ramifications of the art of photography and with the strategic innovations of the impressionist painters, who, like contemporary photographers, placed great emphasis on perception. By situating Mallarmé within his aesthetic cultural context, Zachmann succeeds in shedding convincing light on some of his more ‘obscure’ writings and also in presenting a compelling total portrait of Mallarmé as an artist whose aesthetic vision remained remarkably consistent throughout his life.” — Katharine Conley, author of *Robert Desnos, Surrealism, and the Marvelous in Everyday Life*

Gayle Zachmann is Director of the University of Florida’s Paris Research Center and Associate Professor of French at the University of Florida.
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OF IRONY AND EMPIRE
Islam, the West, and the Transcultural Invention of Africa
Laura Rice

Examines the transformative power of irony in the creation of Muslim Africa.

Of Irony and Empire is a dynamic, thorough examination of Muslim writers from former European colonies in Africa who have increasingly entered into critical conversations with the metropole. Focusing on the period between World War I and the present, “the age of irony,” this book explores the political and symbolic invention of Muslim Africa and its often contradictory representations. Through a critical analysis of irony and resistance in works by writers who come from nomadic areas around the Sahara—Mustapha Tlili (Tunisia), Malika Mokeddem (Algeria), Cheikh Hamidou Kane (Senegal), and Tayeb Salih (Sudan)—Laura Rice offers a fresh perspective that accounts for both the influence of the Western, instrumental imaginary, and the Islamic, holistic one.

“This book is beautifully written in clear, elegant prose and provides an original, imaginative, and compelling argument regarding alternative modernities in twentieth-century Africa.” —Winfred Woodhull, author of Transfigurations of the Maghreb: Feminism, Decolonization, and Literature
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WANG IN LOVE AND BONDAGE
Three Novellas by Wang Xiaobo
Wang Xiaobo
Translated and with an Introduction by Hongling Zhang and Jason Sommer

The first English translation of work by Wang Xiaobo, one of the most important writers of twentieth-century China.

“Wang injects an unsavory history with irony, lifting the burden of the past and transforming it into hope for the future.” —World Books, PRI

“...if Wang in Love and Bondage is the first translation into English of Wang’s work, it is not likely to be solitary for long.” —PopMatters

“Loved and revered by college students throughout China, Wang Xiaobo’s black humor and licentious satires have finally been translated into English.” —Small Swords Magazine

“The novellas move along at a good pace, and there’s quite a bit of humour here.” —The Complete Review

“China has a history of heavy-handed prudishness that the sex in these three novellas flouts big time. They’re wry social-realist exercises demonstrating that in a repressive society, sex affords the only excitement worth risking slander or prison for … Not sex but sensation, with the possibility, however slight, of transcendence, becomes the supreme value for these stories’ characters—a predicament not unlike that of Jake Barnes and company in Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises.” —Booklist

“Wang’s deeply convincing novellas will certainly please the readers who have enjoyed recent Nobel Prize–winner Gao Xingjian’s novel, Soul Mountain.” —Publishers Weekly
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